EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Junior School – Foundation to Year 2
2015 Term 3

Cricket – CLASS FULL
Day: Monday
Cricket with Grant Stanley: Get the ball rolling and have fun with Cricket! Learn batting, bowling, fielding and game rules with top class coach and ex-professional player, Grant Stanley. Grant has a long history in the game and a close connection to Singapore, having previously coached the Singapore National Team. Note that the first three sessions will be taken by Mr Burrows as Grant will only be available from 24/08/15 onwards.
Specific Clothing / Extra Equipment Required: Sports kit the students can change into without assistance.
Price: $112          MIN PAX: 5          MAX PAX: 12

Junior Engineer
Day: Monday
The Junior Engineering Workshop uses Lego as an educational tool to develop children's understanding of mechanical and structural engineering concepts through the construction of simple machines. Each class aims to enhance students’ concentration, dexterity, social skills and problem solving ability, whilst maintaining a dynamic and enjoyable environment.
Price: $238          MIN PAX: 6          MAX PAX: 16

Public Speaking
Day: Monday
Public Speaking aims to build a child’s confidence in speaking in front of an audience. The children will be given exciting topics to discuss – some will be prepared and others will be improvised. Each lesson the children will engage in exciting conversations and presentations with their peers. Ms Georgia Solomon will be running this ECA

For Year 2 students only
Price: NA          MIN PAX: 6          MAX PAX: 12
**Pottery**
Day: Tuesday
This hands-on class uses clay and a variety of sculpting techniques to produce creative and unique objects, including several pieces that will be fired in a kiln. Using a multicultural approach, students will use ceramic clay and colourful glazes to create pots, tiles, masks, creatures and animals. Children will be encouraged to challenge themselves and have fun.

Price: $308   MIN PAX: 8   MAX PAX: 15

**Mini-Soccer – CLASS FULL**
Day: Tuesday
Students will learn the fundamentals of soccer, controlling, passing, heading, shooting and coordination, with an emphasis on developing the use of right and left feet.
Mini-Soccer focuses on team work, specific skill development and speed and agility movements. Students will learn how to pass to their team mates, find space on the pitch, dribble at speed and control the ball with a variety of body parts - head, knee and chest. Students will also learn how to compete within a team and against other teams. The main focus of our small-sided games is to encourage participation for every child to ensure that all children are developing at the same speed.

Specific Clothing / Extra Equipment Required: Sports kit the students can change into without assistance. Boots or trainers are acceptable.

Price: $210   MIN PAX: 5   MAX PAX: 15

**Karate – VERY LIMITED SPACES**
Day: Wednesday
Karate helps to provide students with skills, energy and confidence to pursue their dreams and to make a useful contribution to the world. Goguryu Karatedo is said to display the oldest martial arts traditions and movements. It retains the primitive traditional forms of martial arts yet is full of fighting spirit. Gojuryu Karate stresses the importance of safety while having fun.

Specific Clothing / Extra Equipment Required: None as Karate uniforms, belts, certificates and all other training kit are included.

Price: $266   MIN PAX: 10   MAX PAX: 20
Speech and Drama

Day: Wednesday

Speech & Drama class aims to develop confidence in speaking, communication and presentation skills, and also in the understanding of the body language and expression. Each lesson will ensure students are actively creative and utilising their imagination. Each session will include a warm up, movement, speech and vocal, text and improvisation segment.

Price: $308  MIN PAX: 4  MAX PAX: 12

Mini-Sports

Day: Thursday

Mini-Sports introduce students to the fundamentals of a wide variety of sports - soccer, basketball, rugby, tennis, gymnastics and movement and coordination. At this age group, students should have a good core skill set and their coordination is usually well developed. Mini-Sports focus on team work, specific skill development, speed and agility movements and plyometric (“jump training”). Students will learn how to compete within a team and against other teams. The main focus of the small-sided games is to encourage participation for every student to ensure that all students are developing skills to the required level.

Specific Clothing / Extra Equipment Required: Sports kit the students can change into without assistance.

Price: $210  MIN PAX: 6  MAX PAX: 12

Fun Chinese

Day: Thursday

In Fun Chinese, students will learn about many aspects of Chinese art and history alongside being introduced to basic Mandarin. Students will learn skills such as calligraphy, pap making, learn how to play Chinese games and learn phrases to talk about themselves, their family and their school. In the final lesson, parents will be invited to see what the students have made and learned throughout the term.

Students do not have to be studying Mandarin to sign up.

Price: NA  MIN PAX: 5  MAX PAX: 12